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Saving sea turtles and sharks since 1997
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Fate of Eastern Pacific Leatherbacks in hands
 of Costa Rican Congress

Inexorable pressure from developers and private land owners to rezone Las 
Baulas Marine National Park in Costa Rica, has placed the fate of the most viable 
population of Eastern Pacific leatherback sea turtles in the hands of the country’s 
Congress.

The Park was created in 1991 to protect the critically endangered leatherback sea 
turtle along with its most important Eastern Pacific nesting beaches Playa Grande 
and Playa Langosta.  But pressure from developers has reached a feverish pitch 
as individuals and corporations, under the pretence of “sustainable eco-tourism”, 
attempt to stick their fingers in and pry apart the fragile turtle habitat and nesting 
community along Playa Grande.

Environmental activists and defenders of the leatherbacks have successfully 
foiled previous plans to develop this critical habitat through a series of law suits 
demanding authorities adhere to Costa Rican laws that protect the park. What 
developers plan to do amounts to a final ditch effort to develop the last remaining 
leatherback nesting habitat in the Eastern Pacific. Interested only in amassing a 
fortune, they want to change the law that created the National Park, thus allowing 
beach front properties to be uncontrollably developed. 

And unfortunately, they haven’t only done their homework, but they have the 
political support of President Oscar Arias himself.

Leatherback sea turtles swim thousands of miles to 
and from their beach nesting sites. Will they have a 

place to return to in Costa Rica?

National Park Land for Sale?
Photo Courtesy of Bosques Nuestros

The Costa Rican Shark
 Finning Crisis

Shark populations worldwide have 
plummeted an estimated 90%, and 
the iconic hammerhead’s numbers 
have touched rock bottom with 
population loss estimated at over 
99% in some regions.

Unable to uphold its own laws, 
Costa Rica faces the distinct 
possibility of completely 
destroying its shark populations 
because of unregulated fishing 
practices. Because of this, a major 
portion of our shark conservation 
efforts lie in the political lobby 
arena.

In the early 1980’s Taiwanese 
experts were officially invited 
to Costa Rica to transfer fishing 
technology to the impoverished...
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From the Director

Join this ‘‘Tide of Change’’
Welcome to the ‘‘Tide of Change’’, Pretoma’s first official newsletter. This 
publication marks a milestone for an organization that was founded 11 years ago to 
protect and restore sea turtle populations along coastal communities. We’ve grown 
and matured considerably over the years. Through public awareness, activism, and 
strategic litigation we have been able to accomplish great things in the fields of 
conservation and political reform.     

One of our first and most important achievements was our participation in a 
coalition of environmental organizations that forced the closure of the sea turtle 
slaughterhouse in Limón in 1999. We also design technology that avoids the 
capture of sea turtles during shrimp trawling. Over the last 10 years, we’ve been 
able to establish 5 coastal community sea turtle conservation projects, resulting 
in the protection of over one million turtle hatchlings. Recently we stopped the 
installation of Golfito’s Tuna Farms, a project that would have impacted developing 
ecotourism activities in the southern part of the country. And who hasn’t heard of 
our ‘‘No To Shark Finning (No Al Aleteo)’’ campaign? Over the last 6 years we’ve 
managed to reform shark related fishing policies to the point where Costa Rica now 
possesses modern legislation that drives international forums, leading to global 
responsibility and sustainable fishing practices.

These achievements have been made possible thanks to massive public support, the 
real force behind this ‘‘Tide of Change’’. The Tide consists of students, housewives, 
government employees, politicians, businessmen and businesswomen from all 
levels of civil society, nationals and foreigners alike. Right now it’s crucial we 
strengthen this Tide, for there are growing threats to the conservation of marine 
resources in the form of coastal urban development and indiscriminate fishing 
practices.     

The newsletter’s intent is to keep the Tide of citizens who support us informed 
regarding particular events of interest, in addition to the best way for you to channel 
your public voice for the sustainable use of natural resources and responsible 
fishing. As part of this process we will soon strengthen our relation with our 
supporters through a Membership. We also hope that because of the points of view 
expressed in this newsletter, more people will decide to become part of this 
‘‘Tide of Change’’. 

Leatherback’s Fate

Congressmen entertaining their own 
interests have presented an eloquently 
written law amendment to the 
Legislative Assembly.  Their ambitions 
to change the park’s boundaries are 
inconspicuously stated in the final 
paragraph of a 20 page motion to 
amend the zoning law that created Las 
Baulas National Park. The developers 
have the audacity to call their project: 
‘‘Protection of Critical Leatherback Sea 
Turtle Nesting Habitat’’ (file 16.915).

Their cunning amendment 
acknowledges the ecological importance 
of these lands. Their management plan 
offers the ‘‘triple benefit of ecosystem 
conservation, education, and economic 
opportunities that stem from the many 
environmental, socioeconomic, and 
cultural resources that exist in this 
exquisite National Park’’.  However, the 
motion claims that it is more important 
to protect the shore, rather than the 
nesting beach, thus justifying the 
exclusion of the beach front properties 
from the National Park.

If passed, this amendment will strip 
the park of its 75 meter wide buffer 
that runs inland along the length of 
the beach’s 50 meter Public Zone, in 
addition to excluding adjacent hillsides 
currently located within the park.

With its populations devastated by 
habitat destruction and unsustainable 
fishing practices, the leatherbacks of 
Las Baulas National Park have been 
the epicenter of Eastern Pacific marine 
turtle conservation efforts for over a 
decade.  Judging by current rampant 
corruption and disorganized gargantuan 
development along Costa Rica’s Pacific 
coast, there remains no doubt that any 
developments inside the park will 
sentence the Eastern Pacific leatherback 
to extinction.

But there is still hope.  A Congressional 
Environment Commission is reviewing 
the motions, and has the power to 
shoot them down before they even 
seen a plenary vote.  This could be the 
leatherback’s last stand!  Help protect 
Las Baulas National Park.  
See  ‘‘Action Alert’’ page 12.

_______________________
Randall Arauz. Director

Continued from page 1

Visit our Web Site: www.pretoma.org02



Artisanal Fishing Organizations team up with 
Pretoma to put a halt to shrimp trawling

Last January, 2008, 14 artisanal fishing organizations and Pretoma joined forces and 
filed suit in Costa Rica’s Constitutional Court to put a halt to shrimp trawling.

The groups found common ground 
in their quest for responsible and 
sustainable fisheries.  Shrimp 
trawling is acknowledged as perhaps 
the most destructive fishery the 
world has ever known.  In Costa 
Rica, the shrimp trawling fleet 
consists of roughly 50 vessels, and 
is responsible for the capture of 
over 15, 000 sea turtles each year, 
most of which perish by forced 
submersion.  Other impacts include 
the capture of over 6000 tons of 
unwanted marine organisms, most 
of which is thrown overboard or 
‘‘discarded’’, and the depletion of shrimp 
resources due to overfishing.  In spite of mandates to utilize Turtle Excluder 
Devices (technology that allows turtles to escape), and the creation of marine 

protected areas where shrimp trawling is restricted 
to protect fragile ecosystems, little in the industry 
has changed.

To add insult to injury, the Costa Rica 
government grants over US$3 million in 
subsidized fuel, to a fleet that only manages 
to export slightly over US$1 million.  Shrimp 
trawling just doesn’t make any sense, 
ecologically nor economically.

Imagine dropping a few coins in a river.  Instead 
of quietly searching for the lost money, you 
decide to use 
tax payer 
money to pay 
for a backhoe 
and a group 

of workers to dig up the stream and sort through 
all the muck until they find your coins (and 
destroyed the river in the process).

Until shrimp trawling is severely restricted, 
the goal of attaining sustainable fisheries is 
impossible.  Selective fishing gear is only 
effective if used, and regulations only work 
if abided by.  The shrimp trawl industry does 
neither of the above, in detriment to Costa 
Rica’s entire society

Since its creation in August 2006 
to protect nesting sea turtles, the 
Caletas-Arío Wildlife Refuge has 
been under a series of attacks by 
its neighbor, the private company 
Agropecuaria Caletas S.A.

These attacks consist of a fence, 
built scarcely 5 meters from the 
high tide line, and the progressive 
draining and destruction of an 
adjacent wetland.  These actions 
represent violations of the 
Maritime Terrestrial Zone Law, 
the Forestry Law, the Environment 
Law, and commitments acquired 
by Costa Rica in the RAMSAR 
Convention.

This past August 2008, the 
Pretoma sea turtle volunteer 
camp came within one meter 
of being burnt to the ground as 
Agropecuaria Caletas cleared the 
wetlands to plant corn.

Lawsuits have been filed over the 
last two years, but the destruction 
continues.  Pretoma is now 
calling for the intervention of the 
Environmental Administrative 
Tribunal, to at least establish the 
50 meter buffer beyond the high 
tide line and stop the draining of 
the wetland.
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Caletas -Arío Wildlife Refuge

Devastation in the

News at a Glance

The driftwood camp houses 6-8 turtle volunteers

Sea turtles drown in shrimp nets when fishermen 
refuse to use the turtle excluder device (TED)
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Turtle Volunteers Produce 
        Stunning Results

The successes of our nesting beach projects rely on the good 
natured commitment from volunteers.  Turtle conservation is 
arduous work that sometimes requires an around the clock effort.  
In addition to patrolling dark tropical rainy beaches in search of 
nesting turtles, volunteers assist in environmental education efforts. 
Their participation in these projects provides substantial economic 
opportunities for the locals who are hired as technical assistants and 
provide room and board, as well as other services.

A recent statistical analysis of the last 10 years of data from the Punta 
Banco nesting site, our first community based sea turtle nesting 
beach project, showed a stable number of nesting females, yet greater 
numbers of hatchlings released into the wild by volunteers. Perhaps 
the most encouraging result is that poaching of nests has decreased 
from 100% prior to 1996, to present rates ranging between 10% and 
20%, showing a true shift in the mentality of community members.

We would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank the many 
men and women who have so altruistically decided to spend their 
hard earned vacations at our nesting beach sites over the years.We 
encourage everyone to consider participating as a volunteer in one of 
our projects.  There are several options and rates.  Just contact us at: 
info@pretoma.org

Shark specialist Ilena Zanela speaks to high school 
students during Shark Day in  Playas del Coco, 

May 2008.

Olive ridly sea turtle hatchlings emerge from their 
nest, in one of Pretoma’s sea turtle conservation 

projects in the Pacific coast of Costa Rica.

PRETOMA recently ‘‘busted’’ two shrimp 
trawlers illegally fishing inside the Caletas-Arío 
National Wildlife Refuge’s 12 mile marine 
protected area, located near the southern tip 
of the Nicoya Península.  The positions of 
the shrimp trawlers ‘‘Capitán Yerard’’ and 
‘‘Vasco de Gama’’ were recorded with GPS 
and photo evidence, on March 25 and July 27, 
respectively, and confirm the illegal operations.  
Letters were sent to the vessel’s owners 
informing them that these waters are restricted 
to shrimp trawling.  From now on, legal actions 
will be taken against any shrimp trawl vessels 
spotted inside the Refuge’s waters, as they can 
no longer claim: “I didn’t know!”.

Shark Day is a creative way to get a large percentage 
of a coastal community together to talk about how 
important, endangered, and cool sharks are.  Events 
include a childrenís drawing contest, a series of 
educational stations, talks, dancing, and refreshments. 
Everyone including fishermen, school children, 
and parents are encouraged to take part in the day’s 
festivities.  A fun and informative time is had by 
all when shark day rolls into town.  Shark Day tour 
stops have included Tárcoles, Playas de Coco, Puerto 
Jiménez, Coyote, Puntarenas, and Golfito with more 
scheduled for the near future.  Stay tuned!

News at a Glance

Caught in the act

Shark Day Activities

GPS evidence of shrimp boat illegally trawling
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Tagging Project

Mapping the Inter-Island Shark Highways
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Non-profits of the Eastern Tropical 
Pacific create Migramar a network 

to study shark movements 
and promote regional shark 

conservation and management.

Acoustic reciever stations.

Confirmed and possible 
      migratory routes

Allan Bolaños and Randall Arauz of Pretoma, and Germán Soler 
of Malpelo Foundation Colombia, tag a silky shark with a satellite 

transmitter in Cocos Island National Park.  June, 2008.

Hammerhead sharks are highly migratory animals, 
executing long journeys in search of feeding, 
reproduction, and socialization sites.  They are not 
distributed randomly in the open ocean, but rather tend 
to congregate in certain ‘‘hotspots’’.  It has long been 
known that hammerhead sharks congregate at several 
islands of the Eastern Tropical Pacific, such as Cocos 
Island (Costa Rica), Malpelo Island (Colombia), and the 
Galapagos Islands (Ecuador). Through shark tagging 
experiments, scientists are learning more about the 
relationships between these shark populations and how to 
develop efficient regional management strategies for these 
animals.

Pretoma first teamed up with the Shark Research 
Institute to study hammerhead shark movements in 
Cocos Island National Park in 2004.  We immediately 
established a close relationship with researchers from the 
Malpelo Foundation (Colombia) and the Charles Darwin 
Foundation (Ecuador) who were simultaneously initiating 
their own studies. Since we were all using the same 
technology (acoustic telemetry), it made sense to establish 
a network to share data and maximize the generation of 
migratory information.This relationship has grown to 
include an array of marine research centers all focused on 
working together to understand the dynamics of migratory 
sharks in the region. The network, called Migramar 
(www.migramar.com), also includes Marviva (Costa 
Rica), Equilibrio Azul and Parque Nacional Galapagos 
(Ecuador), Smithsonian Tropical Research Center 
(Panama), and UC Davis (USA).The group got its start by 
tagging hammerhead sharks with acoustic telemetry, and 
is now moving on to study several pelagic shark species.
The additional species movements are monitored using a 
combination of acoustic transmitters and satellite tracking 
devices.

Preliminary data shows that hammerhead sharks migrate 
between the Islands of the Eastern Tropical Pacific in 
direct routes.  One shark tagged in Galapagos Islands 
traveled 693 km to Cocos Island in 14 days.  Movements 
are yet to be confirmed between the islands and the 
mainland.

Knowledge of the migratory trends of these animals 
will assist in the establishment of regional management 
plans.  If a marine reserve is established, where should 
the boundaries be?  Should it be permanent or temporary?  
Would the expansion of current marine reserves benefit 
sharks?  Good science is needed to answer these 
questions, and that’s what Migramar is all about.
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Shark Finning Crisis

... fishing sector.  They took note, however, of the open ocean shark 
stocks, and it wasn’t long before they decided that their best interest 
was to stay and establish their own businesses.  Shark finning 
(hacking off the shark’s fins and discarding the body at sea to supply 
Asia’s insatiable shark fin soup demand) offered the best option to 
earn amazing fortunes in a very short period of time.

Shark fishing isn’t illegal in Costa Rica; however, returning to port 
with a boat load of fins is.  Costa Rican fishing law states that these 
fins must be naturally attached to the shark when landed at a public 
dock, thus avoiding shark finning.

Costa 
Rican 
customs 
law 
mandates 
the use 
of public 
docks 
to land 
sharks, 
thus 
protecting 
the public 
interest.

                                                                                          ‘‘The law is 
very clear, but it’s not abided by’’, says Miguel Gómez, Pretoma’s 
campaigns coordinator.  His statement is supported by the operation 
of at least 10 private docks in Puntarenas where massive quantities 
of shark fins are landed monthly by foreign flagged fleets, mainly 
Taiwanese. These private docks make inspecting a boat’s cargo 
impossible.

In response to a series of lawsuits filed by Pretoma beginning in 2004, 
the Constitutional Court, the State Attorney, and the Comptrollership 
Court have all mandated the closure of the private docks.  A recent 
report (August, 2008) issued by the Congressional Environment 
Commission called for the immediate closure of the private docks, 
a call that is seconded by the Presidential Commission-Peace With 
Nature.  However, Incopesca (Costa Rica’s fishery authority) has dug 
in its heels and refuses to abide by the mandates, preferring to respond 
to the private interests of the foreign shark fin industry.

Other State institutions, such as the Environment Ministry, the Coast 
Guard, and Foreign Affairs are working jointly to promote shark 
conservation and management.  Sadly, as long as Incopesca refuses 
to abide by the Court rulings, any sort of shark conservation and 
management measures will have a limited impact.

Professional poker players from around the 
world donated over US$20 thousand to support 
Pretoma’s shark conservation programs, during 
a poker tournament held on May 21-23 at the 
Cariari Club in San José. 

Humberto Brenes, a Costa Rican business 
man and top ranked poker player with Team 
Pokerstars, approached Pretoma with the idea 
to incorporate the planet’s best card player’s 
financial powers into the fight to protect sharks.  
Brenes, known in the poker community as 
‘‘The Shark’’, played a crucial role in the 
success of  the fundraising effort.

During the tournament’s registration, Pretoma 
personnel and ‘‘The Shark’’ met with the 
participants and asked them to donate 1% of 
their profit in case they won.  ‘‘The Shark’’ then 
matched the raised funds, which in turn was 
matched by Team Pokerstars.  The undertaking 
is a great example of how seemingly unrelated 
organizations can come together for the greater 
good.  Brenes’ innovative idea is a lesson we 
can all learn from  environmental and natural 
resource conservation is something anyone can 
contribute to.

Pokerstars Bet On Sharks
Continued from page 1

Visit our Web Site: www.pretoma.org

Costa Rica was the 4th largest shark fin exporting nation in 2004

sharkscostarica.org
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Pretoma’s shark finning campaign received an Honorable 
Mention at the International Union for the Conservation 
of Nature’s Environmental Torch Award ceremony, in El 
Salvador last September 13, 2007.  The award is given to 
outstanding organizations striving to make improvements and 
raise social consciousness in environmental and social fields.  
Randall Arauz, Pretoma’s President, received the award on 
behalf of his entire team saying, ‘‘I speak for everyone at 
Pretoma when I say that  the IUCN’s gesture encourages 
us to continue to press onward to achieve our mission and 
objectives’’.  He went on to say, ‘‘I would like to thank the 
Costa Rican Public and citizens of the world for the massive 
support they have given us, without which it would have been 
difficult to achieve these political changes.’’

The political changes Arauz refers to includes the 
promulgation of new laws and regulations, as well the 
dismissal of several public policies that were subjectively 
tailored to facilitate the landing of shark fins by foreign 
flagged fleets.  To achieve this, Pretoma orchestrated an 
awareness campaign that reached each and every sector of 
the Costa Rican society.  Public exposure of illegal operations 
and strategic litigation were among the tactics used, together 
with an information campaign to influence the public opinion.

‘‘We still need one more change, and that’s the closure of the 
private docks to foreign flagged fleets, an illegal activity that 
facilitates shark finning, yet enjoys the endorsement of the 
competent authorities’’, concluded Arauz.  

Shark finning is still a burning issue in Costa Rica, and 
promises to escalate as the Courts settle Pretoma’s legal 
claims.

Last November 28, 2007, the United Nations General 
Assembly exhorted member States to take immediate and 
concerted action to regulate shark fisheries, in particular, 
to consider requiring that all sharks be landed with each fin 
naturally attached. This is known as a fins attached policy, 
a measure designed to avoid shark finning (Fisheries 
Resolution A/62/L.24, paragraph 12).

This was considered 
a major victory 
by the Shark 
Coalition (www.
coaliciontiburones.
org), a coalition of 
NGOs from multiple 
nations united to 
promote sustainable 
shark fisheries.

The Shark Coalition 
focused lobbying efforts on Costa Rica, a progressive 
nation that had already installed this policy.  Costa Rica 
called for a global fins attached policy during the United 
Nations Informal Consultative Process on the Law of 
the Sea in June 2007, maintaining that shark finning is a 
barrier to achieving sustainable fisheries and healthy ocean 
ecosystems.  Costa Rica’s proposal was supported by 
Venezuela, Humane Society International and the IUCN.

The Shark Coalition now intends to promote this policy in 
different international fisheries forums.

United Nations General Assembly 
calls for a global fins attached policy

Pretoma Receives International 
Award for Shark Finning Campaign

Grethel Aguilar, IUCN’s Central American Regional 
Director, presented  Randall Arauz with the Environmental 

Torch Award’s Honorable Mention certificate in 
El Salvador.  September 13, 2007. 

Costa Rica’s Incopesca swims against 
the current at recent IATTC meeting
Once again, Costa Rica’s Incopesca demonstrated its desire to 
facilitate shark fining by foreign fleets, during the recent Inter 
American Tropical Tuna Convention, in Panama June 24 - 
27, 2008. Incopesca, operating on behalf of all of Costa Rica 
proposed an amendment to Resolution C 05-03 pertaining to 
shark finning, so as to allow fin to body weight ratios greater 
than 5%, as long as a fins attached policy was in place.

The fin to body weight ratio is preferred by the shark fin 
industry because it is easy to circumvent.  Costa Rica banned 
this system in 2005, and globally promotes the fins attached 
policy.  After all, if fins are landed attached, weight ratios are 
irrelevant.  Why would Incopesca even mention fin to body 
weight ratios, if not to reinstall the system?  Fortunately, the 
proposal didn’t fly, and now Incopesca has some explaining 
to do.

sharkscostarica.org
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Sea Turtles in Corozalito Receive 
Protection from Nest Poachers

Up to 3000 nestings estimated per year

Since Pretoma initiated sea turtle conservation work on the Southern 
Nicoya Peninsula back in 1998, rumor had it that Playa Corozalito 
hosted an important olive ridley nesting colony.  However, as 
neighboring beaches, such as Camaronal, San Miguel and Caletas 
gained more protection, turtle egg poachers concentrated their 
perverse efforts on this easily accessible, and unprotected, nesting 
beach.

In August 2008, a beach monitoring project was established in order 
to gain insight into the status of the population on this beach, as well 
as to gather baseline data on levels of poaching and natural predation.  
The aim of this pilot study is to identify the main threats to sea turtles 
on Corozalito, and in the following years develop a management plan 
for their protection .

Though small, measuring less than 800 meters, Corozalito definitely 
hosts a significant population of olive ridley sea turtles.  Since 
beginning monitoring in mid-August, volunteers have counted 
well over 300 nesting activities, and the peak nesting season is just 
getting started!  At the current nesting activity rate, we estimate that 
approximately 2,000 to 3,000 nests are laid on this beach throughout 
the course of the year, which would make it one of the highest density 
olive ridley beaches in Costa Rica.

Since the start of the project, community members of Corozalito, 
a small town roughly 1 km away, have welcomed Pretoma staff 
and helped in every step of the way.  The local police have helped 
discourage the presence of egg poachers on the beach by arriving 
several times per week to assist patrols and remove any egg poaching 
suspects.

Rafael Fallas Arias, or ‘‘Macho Espada’’ as 
he’s affectionately called, is a longline vessel 
Captain from Playas del Coco, Costa Rica.  
He’s an example of someone who stands to 
benefit from improved sustainable fishing 
practices, yet he’s not sitting around waiting 
for others to fix the problem.

Macho has worked with Pretoma fisheries 
observers since 2000.  He has lent his expertise 
in dorado fishing (as well as his boat) in our 
shark and turtle monitoring programs, as well 
as research of new hook designs to reduce sea 
turtle by-catch.  He always allows observers on 
board and is completely transparent with his 
operation.  All sea turtles caught are decked and 
the hooks carefully removed.    Shark finning 
is strictly forbidden on his watch.  He even 
goes as far as voluntary releasing small sharks.  
Being well respected among his peers, he is 
a perfect spokesman to foster change in the 
sector.

Protecting sea turtles, reducing by-catch, and 
developing sustainable fishing practices require 
the help of the men and women who make 
a living out on the water.  We thank Macho 
Espada for his proactive work and willingness 
to bridge the gap between fishermen and 
researchers, as we strive towards the common 
good.

Spotlight on a Marine 
Conservationist

Caring for the ocean and conserving 
Costa Rica’s natural resources is not 

something just biologists and 
environmentalists do.

Captain Macho Espada,  with a mahi mahi or dorado, 
his target fishery.

We look forward 
to the continued 
monitoring and 
protection of this 
beach, especially 
because of the 
warm welcome 
given to us by the 
locals, and expect 
this project to 
develop into one 
of our very best.

View of 800 meter beach Corozalito, 
Pretoma’s most recent project site in 

the Southern Nicoya Península.
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New Pretoma Field Station in San 
Francisco de Coyote 

Eastern Pacific Hawskbill 
Conservation Takes Off!

Pretoma an-
nounces the 
addition of a new 
field station in 
San Francisco de 
Coyote, Guana-
caste, to support 
our network of 
sea turtle nesting 
beach monitoring 
projects in the 
Southern region of
 the Nicoya Peninsula                                                           
(also known as PLANS: Caletas, San Miguel, Camaronal, 
and Corozalito).  With this new station, Pretoma is laying 
the ground work to protect the nesting sites for four spe-
cies of sea turtles on a contiguous 25 kilometer stretch of 
coastline.

Stephannie Arroyo and Alec Hutchinson have been co-
directing the PLANS project for over a year, and have 
great hopes for the new field station.  ‘‘The idea is to work 
all year round with the communities, not only during the 
nesting season’’, said Arroyo.  ‘‘The Station will also help 
us coordinate the work of 100 or so volunteers who lend 
a hand at our nesting beach sites every year, as well as the 
services provided to them by local community members’’, 
added Hutchinson.

A group of 25 
marine turtle 
specialists from 
Mexico, Guate-
mala, El Salva-
dor, Nicaragua, 
Costa Rica, 
Colombia, Ec-
uador, and the 
United States 
met in Los Cóbanos, 
El Salvador at the first ever ‘‘Eastern Pacific Hawks-
bill Initiative’’ sea turtle workshop. Data on hawksbill 
nesting trends, sightings, fishing and by-catch rates, as 
well as general observations from the various countries, 
was compiled to form maps detailing their distribution, 
population trends, and relative abundance in this region. 
The major threats that sea turtles face are being caught 
as by-catch on longlines and in shrimp nets, extraction 
of eggs for illegal consumption, and loss of habitat. But 
the hawksbill suffers from the additional threat of having 
an asthetically pleasing shell that is used in the illegal 
manufacture of jewelry, eyeglass frames, and other deco-
rative works of art. For more information contact 
Alexander Gaos: gaos@grupotortuguero.org

Field Station in San Francisco de 
Coyote, Guanacaste.

The missing device was attached to a 
silky shark’s dorsal fin (see photo p. 5).

Reward!  Shark Satellite Tag
Last transmission places tag in ‘‘Camboya’’, a 

fishing community in the port city of Puntarenas

Attention fishermen!  Pretoma is attempting to recover a satellite 
tracking device tag that is apparently in ‘‘Camboya’’, a  fishing town 
in the port city of Puntarenas, Costa Rica.

The tag was installed on the dorsal fin of a 1.60 meters silky shark in 
Cocos Island, last June, by researchers of the Malpelo Foundation, 
Marviva, the Charles Darwin Foundation, and Pretoma, during a joint 
scientific expedition. After staying in the waters surrounding Cocos 
Island for weeks, the tracking device suddenly recorded the shark’s 
abrupt movement towards Puntarenas.  Last July 23 the device ceased 
to transmit, not without pin pointing its last location in Camboya.  
‘‘Obviously, the shark was caught by a fisherman, who is possibly 
keeping the satellite tracking device as a souvenir’’, said German 
Soler of the Malpelo Foundation.  Pretoma is offering a $100 reward for 
its return.  If you have any information on the wherabouts of the tracking 
device, please contact Pretoma.
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Alan recording fishing data somewhere in the Pacific.

Rare Shark Species caught in 
waters off Tárcoles

Fisherman Luis Angel Rojas caught this Mexican 
horn shark. 

The teeth are adapted for grinding mollusks.

(Heterodontus mexicanus)

In early August, a shark so rare to Costa 
Rica’s Pacific waters that no one can 
agree on its common name was caught 
in 50 meters of water 2 km off the coast 
of Tárcoles. The shark (Heterodontus 
mexicanus) was a female measuring 66 
cm and is one of only a few species of 
sharks to lay eggs instead of giving birth 
to live young.  These animals are known 
to frequent waters from México to Péru, 
but there is very little, if any, reliable 
information about its populations in Costa 
Rica.

The shark was caught by artisanal 
fisherman Luis Angel Rojas. ‘‘I like to 
assist researchers in their quest to improve 
knowledge on sharks in Costa Rica, and I 
encourage all fishermen to help as well’’ 
said Rojas.

News at a Glance

For the past 7 years Alan 
Bolaños Quirós has spent 
much of his time on-board 
commercial long line 
fishing vessels and smaller 
artisan style fishing boats 
in Golfito as a biologist 
in our fisheries observer 
program. The program’s 
objective is to determine 
what’s being caught 
out there, and where its 
being caught. With this 
information we can better 
understand marine animal 
population distributions. 

On-board a long line 
fishing boat, Bolaños 

finds himself among 4 
professional fishermen somewhere between 40 and 300 miles off Costa 
Rica’s Pacific coast for 15 days to 3 weeks at a time. ‘‘Sometimes you 
canít even rest or eat or anything, only work’’, explains Bolaños of the 
12 hours of hard labor that’s required to haul in the 40 mile long line in 
which 1,500 baited hooks are attached.

If Bolaños is lucky he gets a bunk to sleep in, if not, he sleeps on the 
floor. He’s broken ribs, worked to the point of exhaustion, and fallen sick 
to the dreaded ‘‘broken bone flu’’ without a first aid kit to rely on.

Pretoma hopes to improve Costa Rica’s fishing industry through catch 
observation, education, and involving local fishermen in the data 
collection process. ‘‘It’s a way to measure stock, to see if something 
increases or something diminishes in order to see changes in fish 
populations. With this data we want to formulate advice on fisheries 
management’’, says Bolaños who realizes 7-8 fishing trips a year in which 
he laboriously logs each fish and marine animal caught, as well as records 
its species, sex, its state (weather its alive or dead), its length, and snaps a 
photo of the animal.  

We will increase observation efforts in Golfito over the next year, because 
as Bolaños puts it, ‘‘The data is really valuable. There are very few people 
in Central America recording these things, it’s like pure gold.’’ And in the 
end, that’s worth the broken bones.

Onboard with a Pretoma 
Fisheries Researcher

Get ready to break ribs, fall ill, sleep on the floor, 
and work till you drop, all in the name of science.
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Last September 7, in an interview published by Costa Rica’s primary 
newspaper, La Nación, Vice Minister of Environment Jorge Rodríguez 
claimed the State is not in the capacity to expropriate properties within the 
limits of Las Baulas National Park, a measure of paramount importance 
to protect the leatherback’s last nesting site in the hemisphere from urban 
sprawl.  In doing so however, Vice Minister Rodríguez provides inaccurate 
information to tilt the public opinion in his favor.  Let’s see...

Claim:  The State doesn’t have money to expropriate.

Fact.  The State has several million dollars waiting to duly indemnify 
property owners, and more is available through the proper channels.

Claim:  There is confusion surrounding the Park’s limits

Fact:  The State Attorney clearly set the Park limits since 2005.

Claim:  There is no agreement with the property owners on the price 
of their lands for proper indemnification.

Fact:  The Official Revenue Office already issued official prices.

Claim:  Co-management with property owners can be allowed.

Fact:  The Constitutional Court ruled that the properties in question 
are the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Environment, and ordered their 
immediate expropriation.  Thus, co-management is not possible.

Claim:  It is unnecessary to protect the hills included in the Parks 
Northern limits, as turtles don’t nest there.

Fact:  If developed, light pollution and runoff will alter the Parks 
nesting habitat, making it unsuitable for sea turtles.

With these claims, the Vice Minister is just trying to confuse 
the public opinion, so as to justify the State’s reluctance to 
abide by the Constitutional Court’s mandate to expropriate.  
Don’t believe him!  Support all efforts to expropriate
Las Baulas National Park, NOW!

More Ways to HelpMinistry of Environment Claims 
Expropriations in Las Baulas National 

Park Not Possible
Claim based on inaccurate information

An intern tags and measures a nesting olive ridly sea turtle

Since its founding, PRETOMA has prided itself on 
receiving much of its financial support from interna-
tional philanthropic organizations.  Through the years 
we’ve expanded our efforts and projects, maturing 
as a non-profit organization.  Our fundraising efforts 
reflect this growth, and now there are several ways 
you can lend a hand.

Personal donations of any amount allow us to 
strengthen and continue to pursue our programs.  
Your donation can be “ear tagged” to be used in the 
program of your choice.

Join our Corporate Membership Program.  By 
choosing to have your business join any one of our 3 
levels of membership, you will be helping our ongo-
ing activities.  Help pave the way towards increased 
corporate responsibility in the protection of our 
marine natural resources.

Pretoma was recently declared a Public Utility orga-
nization, and your donations are now tax deductible 
in Costa Rica.  Contact us if you would like to make a 
tax deductible contribution from the United States.

Become a Volunteer.   You can directly help us in the 
field by participating in our volunteer program, which 
provides funds to Pretoma’s nesting beach conserva-
tion projects.

Become an Intern.  Want to stay for up to 6 months 
coordinating a nesting beach project and gain profes-
sional experience?  
Visit www.pretoma.org for more details.

Many thanks to:
Turtle Interns- (2008):  Sarah Bowen, Jose Cortez Gómez, Claudia Cabillon, Stephanie Shumsky, Wilson Reyes, Alfredo Reyes, Jeff 
Kutz, Victor Carretero, Clara Barneo, Katherine Shaw, Maria del Mar Padillo, Alan Berman, Channing Egeberg, Ryan Kempster.
Personal Financial Contributors (2008): Lawrence E. Fahn, Erick Berlín, Jim Vanas, Susana Raine, Sara Haukel, David and Ju-
dith Abuza, Maria Leonor Sardinha, Andrew Guthrie.
Grants (2006-2008): Whitley Fund for Nature (UK), Avina (Costa Rica), Turtle Island Restoration Network (USA), Peoples Trust for 
Endangered Species (UK), BBC London (UK), Humane Society International (USA), Sea World-Busch Gardens (USA), Resources Legacy 
Fund (USA), Project Aware (USA), Fundación Cultura Natura (Costa Rica), Joint Institute of Marine Science (USA), Conservation Inter-
national (Costa Rica), World Society for the Protection of Animals (Costa Rica), The Nature Conservancy (Costa Rica), International Union 
for the Conservation of Nature (Costa Rica), National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (USA), Rufford Small Grants (UK), Reister Foundation 
(UK).
Collaborators:  Shark Project (Germany), Shark Research Institute (USA), Undersea Hunter (Costa Rica), Hotel Ocotal (Costa Rica), 
Tiskita Jungle Lodge (Costa Rica), Fundación Vida Marina (Costa Rica), Marviva (Costa Rica).
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Action Alert

Urge the 

Costa Rican 

Enviromental

Commision 

to protect the 

leatherback 

sea turtle!!

As developers with deep pockets jockey for prime 
building spots to construct the next generation of ‘‘eco’’ 
lodges along Playa Grande in Las Baulas Marine 
National Park , it’s up to the public to convince the 
Costa Rican Congress to stop them.

ABOUT PRETOMA 

PRETOMA is a small grass roots non government, 
non profit, civil association,  registered as such under 
the Costa Rican Public Register (#3-002-212657) on 
September 14, 1997, and declared of Public Interest in 
January of 2008 (Executive Decree 34150-J).  Currently, 
PRETOMA operates with a staff of twelve, an office 
in San José , and a Field Station in San Francisco de 
Coyote.  Our mission is to protect and restore sea turtles, 
sharks, and other endangered marine species, by advanc-
ing a vision of sustainable fishing practices and commu-
nity based conservation through policy reform, targeted 
media use, public education, grassroots activism, and 
strategic litigation.

STAFF

Executive Director:  Randall Arauz
Administration:  Isabel Naranjo
Campaigns:  Miguel Gómez
Fisheries:  Andrés López, Jorge Ballestero, Allan 
Bolaños, Ilena Zanela, Eric López.
Sea Turtles: Stephannie Arroyo, Alec Hutchinson
Volunteers:  Joyce McCalla
Newsletter:  Andy Bystrom

Address:
25 metros Sur
Entrada Principal Cementerio Tibás
Phone:  (506) 2241-5227
FAX (506) 2236-6017
1203-1100, Tibás
San José, Costa Rica

Urge the Congressional Environment Commission to make the right 
decision, by issuing a negative review and tabling proposals 16.915 and 
16.916, both of which seek to amend the Law that created the Park in 
1995. Such amendments would allow beach front developments, inevita-
bly and permanently altering the Eastern Pacific leatherback’s last known 
nesting site.

Maureen Ballestero
President of the Congressional Environment Commission
Costa Rica
FAX (506) 2243-2433; email: hduran@asamblea.go.cr

Costa Rica created Las Baulas National Park by Law in 1995, acknowl-
edging its responsibility as the depositary of the last leatherback nesting 
beach in the Eastern Pacific. Unfortunately, I’m aware that this Honorable 
Commission is reviewing two proposals (16.915 and 16.916) to amend 
the Law and reduce the Park’s boundaries, allowing developments that 
would alter critical leatherback nesting habitat. I’m also aware of the State 
Attorney’s and the Constitutional Court’s rulings, both of which mandate 
the Government of Costa Rica to immediately proceed with the expropria-
tion of lands within the Park’s boundaries for their permanent protection. 
I therefore urge this Commission to uphold the aforementioned Court rul-
ings, issue a negative review, and proceed to table the proposals

Thank you.
PS. Don’t forget to copy info@pretoma.org, or FAX (506) 2236 6017

Send personal letters by FAX or email to:

SAMPLE LETTER:

12 Visit our Web Site: www.pretoma.org




